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CHAPTER 6 

 
DISCUSSION AND SUGGESTIONS 

 
6.1   Introduction 
 
It is proposed to start this chapter with what the Minister of Education, Prof. 
Kader Asmal, said in 1999 during his Call to Action campaign for the 
transformation of the national education system: 
 

I was told by everyone I met that we have created a 
set of policies and laws in education and training that 
are at least equal to the best in the world … I am proud that our 
young democratic government, after inclusive and genuine 
consultation, has built a national consensus around the main 
education policy positions of the democratic movement … The most 
important thing about building consensus for a policy or a law is 
that people own it and want to make it work. Implementation takes 
time …327 

 
Two points are worth mentioning here. The first is the fact that the Minister was 
satisfied with the policies and laws in education and by extension with the 
Standards and Resources (once again refer to our model) of those policies and 
laws. The second is about the implementation of those policies, which meant 
achieving the objectives set out in the policy documents. On this last one I think 
the Minister might have said “Implementation is complex and difficult and is a 
problem” as indeed later in the discussions with the Education Policy Units 
during his ‘listening campaign’, under advice that the provinces constituted a 
problem with respect to the implementation of government policy, he threatens: 
 

I will invoke ‘co-operative governance’ as a means  
of dealing with the provinces, as provided by Section  
100 of the Constitution. I will not ask for a constitutional 
amendment; that opens up other debates. But if I am responsible 
for norms and standards, then I am also responsible for the 
implementation of norms and standards. 
I will use political means to address this problem and seek  
legal advice.328 

 
                                                 
327 The Minister of Education, Prof. Kader Asmal, in his ‘Call to Action” campaign, as quoted 
by Jansen, J. D. in J. D. Jansen and Y. Sayed (eds) op cit., p. 273. 
328 Ibid., p. 280. 
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The two pieces by the Minister of Education touch on some of the issues that 
will be discussed in this chapter - a set of policies and laws in education and 
training; inclusive and genuine consultations; national consensus; co-operative 
governance; norms and standards; The Constitution; and responsibilities. 
 
All these and others not so obvious in the two pieces, are very important points 
for consideration in attempts to implement policies. In this chapter we are 
looking at these through the theoretical framework, in particular our ‘adopted’ 
model of implementation studies.329 
 
Before saying anything about the structure of this chapter, it is important to see 
how South Africans understand themselves with regard to policy formulation 
and policy implementation. This is important to deal with possible charges that 
policy formulation is inseparable from policy implementation, a point I tried to 
deal with in Chapter 3.  
 
M. Young and A. Kraak330 ascribe to Jansen the view that between 1990 and 
2001 we see in South Africa several clear shifts of perspective and circumstance 
that have followed the Apartheid era. These are: 
 

• positioning, which refers to the 1990 – 1994 period of democratic 
struggle and debate, 

• frameworks, which refers to the early work of the first ANC-led 
government from 1994 when the proposals formed in opposition were 
converted into legislation, and  

• The more recent implementation period that began in 1995 – 1996 and 
continues to this day. 

 
Kraak,331 sees five periods: What he calls the Pre-‘taking of power’ phase (1989 
– 1994); the legislative era (1994 - 1997); the policy implementation phase 
which overlaps with the legislative era beginning with the transfer of power in 
1994; a vacillating state, the era of policy doubt and retraction (1999 – 2000) 
and the National Plan, February 2001.  
 

                                                 
329 For some points like the structuring of implementation in policies we will rely on 
Mazmanian and Sabatier’s model for elaboration. 
330 Young, M. and Kraak, A. Introduction in M. Young and A. Kraak. 2001. Education in 
Retrospect: Policy and Implementation Since 1990. Pretoria: HSRC. 
331 In the same book (pp. 86 - 87), Kraak looks at implementation in the higher education 
band. But the point of periodisation and other issues are relevant for adult education and for 
general theorization. 
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Some commentators just see two periods both coinciding with the two 
presidencies of the new democracy. The years 1994 - 1999 as the period for 
policy formulation and 1999 to the present as the years of implementation.  
It is already clear that it is difficult to agree to a set of periods. The significance 
of highlighting periodisation lies only in showing the reader how South Africans 
at this moment see the policy-making/implementation distinction.332 In this case 
the policy-making process is seen as referring to development up to the point 
where legislation is enacted, and implementation to the process from then on.  
 
In adult education the periods are relevant, with one difference though. That in 
adult education, besides the policy documents, there were also implementation 
plans that were developed simultaneously (nationally) and immediately 
afterwards (in the Limpopo Province). As a result implementation started even 
before the legislation in the form of the Act passed in 2000.333 
 
Returning to the structure of this chapter, our guiding framework is the 
‘adopted’ model of the implementation variable clusters elaborated on in 
Chapter 2. The presentation is in three sections. The first section deals with 
issues to do with policy. The second section looks at those that have to do with 
what I have called the ‘intervening area’ in Chapter 2. The third section deals 
with some issues in the performance area.  
 
6. 2 About Policies 
 
This section consists of three parts. The first part deals with the ‘messages’ of 
adult education policies in general.334 The second part deals with what happens 
or happened to the policy ‘messages’ in the Limpopo Province. The third part 
deals with the policy resources - those that are made available to the Province 
and those that the Province itself makes available. Important to the reader is the 
fact that this part of the chapter is basically concerned with the ‘Policy’ part of 
our adopted model. We have attempted to bring out the policy standards and 
resources in Chapter 5. What we do in this chapter is to look at those standards 
and resources with the spectacles availed by Chapter 4 (What the field says). 
Besides this it is very important to look at the origins of policy documents, 
which is the first part of our next sub-section. These will help to shed light on 
some of the problems experienced during implementation, and hopefully set us 
on the road to effective implementation. 

                                                 
332 This will be revisited another time and not in this dissertation. 
333 See Chapter 5. 
334 Always worth keeping in mind is that in adult education the national policies are 
overarching frameworks that provide provinces with the norms and standards for which the 
Minister of Education is responsible. We therefore looking here at national policy framework, 
the national multi-year implementation plan and parts of the Act. 
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6.2.1 Policy ‘Messages’ 
6.2.1.1 Policy Origins 
We comment here on the origins of the policies and the implications of these for 
implementation. Chapter 5 is important here. The other issues addressed here are 
the structuring of implementation in the policies and how these policies were 
‘communicated’ to the provinces. A few discussion points are raised and 
suggestions made. 
 
At a number of points in this dissertation it has been indicated that in South 
Africa policies in general, and in adult education in particular, are a product of 
‘inclusive and genuine’ consultations. Many stakeholders and interest groups 
were part of the discussions during the initial stages. Even after these initial 
consultations, draft documents were made available to the general public for 
comment. Given that, there is no reason to doubt the Minister of Education’s 
statement that “The most important thing about building consensus for a policy 
or a law is that people own it and want to make it work.”335 This is particularly 
the case for adult education because of the fact that most stakeholders and 
interest groups (NGOs and so on) had struggled in the Apartheid era to put it 
somewhere. A stage was prepared for them to take it forward. The participants 
had even grown passionate about adult education.336 It is stated that: 
 

The starting point for the National Implementation Plan  
is that it is a national plan in which all stakeholders  
and role players agree on the national objectives and  
outcomes for the total potential ABET learning audience  
and the structures and systems that are required to be  
in place in order to address the needs of these learners.337 

 
From many angles you see that participation or consultation was broad. The 
problem with this participation was the moment.338 It was immediately after the 
‘fall’ of the greatest enemy to most South Africans - Apartheid. Everywhere it 
was the intention to bury it and do it quickly. The euphoria and the hurry339 that 
                                                 
335 The national multi-year implementation document acknowledges members of the National 
Stakeholder Forum (16 members); the provincial ABET sub-directorates (9); the technical 
team (8 members); the task team (14 members); the Department of Education (6 members) 
and Members of HEDCOM (9). Then there were also seven staffers of the Directorate of 
Adult Education. 
336 The Adult Educators and Trainers Association of South Africa (AETASA) and the 
National Literacy Co-operation (NLC) were two such participants. 
337 The National Multi-year Implementation Plan, p. ix. 
338 Not that much could have been done about it at the time. I think later a few things could 
have been done. 
339 The time-frames of the MYIP are evidence for that hurry. 
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went with it have meant there was no time to think about the legacy of the 
enemy. Apartheid was also a plan developed and implemented by some of the 
best minds in the country at the time, to engineer society - the Broederbond.340 
That legacy is the first ‘block’ for implementation - lack of infrastructure; lack 
of capacity because of poor education; bureaucratic education departments with 
no culture of and sense for quality; poverty in the communities and so on. These 
are visible, but the biggest danger for change (from the past) is the ‘stamp’ the 
legacy has left in the minds of most people that “there is no other way things can 
be done.” We have evidence of this in South Africa and in the Province. 
Changing from teacher-centredness to learner-centredness is one such case.341 
The bottom line is clear: Statements that stand for high principles are good but 
maybe not good enough for undoing that legacy. Changing from the old concept 
of adult education to the new one might need those high principles, but to 
implement the new one will need more than that. 
 
For the Limpopo Province which is a merger of seven administrations including 
three former homelands it means this block is huge. The former homelands, 
where there is the most need for the provision of adult education, were known 
for their corruption (bribery)342, financial mismanagement, no tradition of 
monitoring and evaluation, lack of a work ethic etc. If this constituted no 
problem for the Apartheid State, for a democratic state of rights and 
responsibilities however, you need to ‘comb’ bureaucratic units such as 
departments for legacies such as those. High principles are fine but action is 
more important in dealing with the Apartheid legacy. 
 
6.2.1.2 Types of policies 
Beginning with the Constitution up to the ABET Act along the presentation of 
policy documents in Chapter 5 there are issues that appear ‘non-negotiable’ that 
can be summarised as ‘Redress of the past.’ This tells us about the policies we 
are dealing with here. Where there were no rights, there are rights for everyone; 
where groups were socially excluded these have to be brought back to the 
mainstream of society and the quality of their lives has to improve; where adult 
education was neglected in the past it now has to receive the attention of the 
government and be integrated in the national framework. These are no ordinary 
regulatory or distributive policies. They are policies concerned with 
reconstruction and development. That means they are not only concerned with 

                                                 
340 This was the ‘think-tank’ of the Nationalist Party. Read Wilkins I., and Strydom H. 1978.  
The Super Afrikaners. Johannesburg: Jonathan Ball Publishers. 
341 Sometimes at other higher levels you have a feeling that people confuse a democratic state 
with a “weak” state because the “Apartheid” state looms large at the back of their minds. 
342 In one interview I was asked to stop the tape to hear something like this: “Meneer 
(referring to me), not many things have changed. Like in the past you still have to bring a goat 
or sheep for favours here and there.” (Not everything is exact. I tried to memorise it). 
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allocation of resources but with re-allocation. They are redistributive policies. 
This means government intervention aims at shifting resources from some 
individuals or groups to others. In a sense they are magnets for opposition even 
during their making. So while the Minister likes to see them as broadly owned, 
that ownership could be said to be ‘within the circles’ only. Outside that, 
policies were opposed even during their embryonic stages. If you recall 
Bardach’s ‘game metaphor’ as presented in Chapter 2 of this dissertation, you 
will notice that it is possible that even people who were in the consultative 
forums and lost out there, they come back to oppose those policies during their 
implementation. They either attack the policies as flawed or they ‘divert the 
goals.’ Redistribution and the resultant opposition343 makes implementation very 
difficult. This constitutes the second ‘block’ at this level. High principles cannot 
deal with this. Not in the Limpopo Province where seven ‘different-in-quality’ 
departments of education were merged into one provincial department of 
education. 
 
What you need is first to be aware that policies are not owned or embraced by 
everyone. Everybody must be aware that you are aware. This may look 
simplistic, but people that ‘are aware you are aware’ try very hard to comply or 
seem to be complying. Sometimes just this awareness is enough to implement 
some policy objectives. But beyond that what is needed is political will. But 
what is political will where the Growth, Employment and Redistribution 
Strategy (GEAR) is the adopted macro-economic strategy of the government?344 
The ‘mismatch’ between redistributive policies and GEAR (with its emphasis on 
fiscal discipline) is enormous and must be taken seriously in attempts to 
implement those policies. Redistributive policies are saying ‘put resources into 
the basic services that were previously neglected’ while GEAR seems to be 
saying ‘you have entered a competitive global village, therefore growth first, 
then employment and later redistribution.’ Maybe we need to understand 
Kraak’s calling 1999 – 2000 a period of a vacillating state, the era of policy 
doubt and retraction (see sub-section 6.1 above) in that context. 
 
6.2.1.3 Constitutional Arrangements 
The third ‘block’ has to do with constitutional arrangements. The Minister’s 
words at the beginning of this chapter allude to that. In this dissertation we have 
seen how the Department of Education is understood: a Ministry of Education 
consisting of a national office responsible for policy and its provincial counter-
parts responsible for implementation. This way of speaking about the policy 
formulation/ implementation distinction, besides its role in relation to 
democratic values, “is that it draws attention to the structural discontinuities 
                                                 
343 When this opposition is from groups with the financial (even intellectual) muscle it 
becomes ‘intractible’. 
344 See Sub-section 6.2.3.2. below. 
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likely to exist in the policy process.”345 These discontinuities have implications 
for implementation in at least two ways. In one way at national level the 
political functions and the administrative functions can be easily and mistakenly 
fused where both the Minister and the administrative wing are responsible for 
norms and standards to the same extent.346 The result might be that the 
administrative wing plays more a political role which may lead to a second of 
the two ways: The Department of Education, in this case the Directorate of 
Adult Education and Training, may think that their responsibilities end with the 
production (and more production!) of documents without due regard for what is 
happening in the provinces. 347 In our case the Limpopo Province. The 
Directorate surely has to be responsible for implementation in the Province, not 
as an implementing agency but as more of an overseer. By supporting the 
provincial ABET sub-directorate, by visiting them on a regular basis, by sharing 
with them their frustrations and general problems, by listening to them, by 
holding some of the ‘national’ training workshops in the province and so on will 
go a long way towards easing the difficult situation the sub-directorate is faced 
with.348  
This may not offer the material solution everyone is searching for, but a 
‘spiritual or psychological solution’ that makes people confident in and for what 
they do. At another level this will send a message to the elite349 in the provincial 
Department of Education and Training not to treat ABET like an orphan. From 
the interviews with the field it is clear that most senior personnel from the 
provincial Department of Education to the districts350 in the Limpopo Province 
seem to be indifferent to adult education. This point came out in the exploratory 
phase of data collection where most interviewees felt that adult education was a 
‘poor cousin’ in the whole department. They were never invited to meetings 
with other sections or they were as an afterthought. That indifference needs 
attention if the vision for adult education has to be realised. The Minister has to 
find a way of making those people accountable. The formation of a national 
implementation task team that monitors the process in the provinces (maybe 
only in this Province!) could be a good idea. The barriers to implementation are 

                                                 
345 See Hill, M. and Bramley, G. 1986. Analysing Social Policy. Oxford: Basil Blackwell,  p. 
39. 
346 Of course with only one difference: The Minister having right and space to make political 
statements. 
347 This point might need revisiting in the discussions and debates about implementation. 
348 My interview with the Director in the National Adult Education and Training Directorate 
on December 6, 2002, revealed a level of staffing that suggested that it was going to take time 
before this happened. The interview also revealed the autonomy of the provinces in adult 
education that will make implementation a real headache. 
349 Again refer to Chapter 4, Footnote 198. 
350 One area manager in the Zebediela district of Region 2 after asking me what I was doing 
there and it was this research I was conducting, simply said: “You know, every time someone 
talks to you about adult education you think he is teasing you.” 
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weakened not only through political means, but also and more effectively 
through administrative means. Acting in some of the ways suggested here will 
reduce the effect of structural discontinuities on implementation. It is my view 
that implementation becomes possible to the extent that the effects of these 
structural discontinuities are ‘diluted.’ I will come back to this in my 
recommendations. 
 
Perhaps, as the Minister thinks, the solution could lie in invoking Section 100 of 
the Constitution which deals with national supervision of provincial 
administration when a province cannot or does not fulfil an executive obligation 
in terms of legislation or the Constitution.351 But I think exploring the 
administrative route would bear results especially as far as adult education is 
concerned.  
 
Another way could be looking at how the policy norms and standards, which are 
the responsibility of the Minister, are communicated to the provinces. While the 
policy-making was consultative why is implementation not a consultative 
process where task teams for implementation are formed to take the message to 
the whole ABET field in the provinces? This will be different from the present 
system where only one or two individuals “go to national, get ‘workshopped’352 
there” and return to the Limpopo Province only to be overwhelmed by the sheer 
thought of running those workshops in the Province. This will be more effective 
because more people will be able to attend such nationally driven workshops in 
the Province. A counter argument would be such workshops might be expensive 
to run. But I think the present system is more expensive if you consider that very 
little comes out of it. We have seen from the interviews that some trained people 
leave the system for what they see as greener pastures, while those who remain 
are unable to take the training further down due to lack of ‘financial support, 
accommodation and transport down the line,’ one district co-ordinator said. 
Somewhere along the line somebody will have to do it again. 
 
6.2.1.4 Structuring of implementation in the policies 
The general cry in the country today is that while policy-making was broadly 
consultative, the very nature of the consultation has prevented people from 
thinking about implementation. This is not the case in adult education as a 
national MYIP was developed alongside the policy document. This is a strong 
point as in the Plan the policy standards are re-affirmed. Besides, timeframes are 
included. But the strength ends there because the plan also suffers the same fate 
as the policy document itself - the hurry to deal with apartheid with one 
consequence: little or no consideration of what it means to redress the past. As a 
                                                 
351 See Section 100 of the Constitution 
352 In South Africa it refers to attending national training workshops sometimes at too regular 
intervals. 
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result you see timeframes that are difficult to meet. To do what was expected in 
the four years (1998 - 2001) was not going to be possible. That has side effects - 
dissipation of energies, demoralisation, uncertainty, frustration and stress which 
all together culminate in an inevitable change of actors.353 That is costly! 
 
In the Limpopo Province a provincial multi-year implementation plan was also 
developed along the national lines. Besides timeframes, agencies responsible for 
different activities, indicators for success and assumptions were included. For 
example on the point of monitoring and evaluation one354 activity was to be 
formulation and implementation of guidelines for continued monitoring of the 
provincial implementation plan in line with the regulatory framework; the 
agent/agency was to be the chairpersons of both the provincial and the regional 
ABET councils; timeframes were regular ABET council meetings with a 
minimum of quarterly meetings starting 1998-09-08 and ending 2001-12-16; 
and indicators were to be quarterly evaluation meetings. This was the case with 
all the other standards in the provincial plan. This point is brought here 
specifically to emphasise the point that, unlike in other education sectors, in 
adult education there was a genuine attempt to structure implementation within 
the policy-making process. However, even as this research is going on, so many 
things are not happening. In the policy-making arena it might have to do with 
the moment-linked hurry referred to before, which resulted in unrealistic 
timeframes or even lack of planning. 
 
But perhaps the most important point for consideration has to do with what the 
difference must be between a national and a provincial multi-year 
implementation plan. This is the point of contextualisation. It is possible the 
people who were involved with this were aware of this. You realise that at the 
end of every table in the document there is a section called ‘Provincial Context.’ 
Again that is a strong point but in most cases what follows is not a description of 
that context. But only what needs to be done. If there was a conscious and 
deliberate intention to describe the context precisely in the meetings and 
conferences I do not think that the activities and timeframes arrived at would be 
the same. If I were to use an example which is not in the plan itself, but in the 
ABET Act (pp. 14 –16), that of the functions of a governing body,355 you would 
see that there is a lot of ‘decoding’ to do for the Centre Governing Bodies 
(CGBs) you are likely to have in most parts of the Province. You might have to 

                                                 
353 In the intrview with one senior official at the national office in Pretoria this came out clear. 
354 We have to indicate that there were four other activities related to monitoring and 
evaluation with different responsible agents, timeframes, indicators and assumptions. 
355 It is not the only problematic area from the Act. 
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think about training the CGBs “step-by-step,” and not “once off” as most of the 
training has gone so far.356 
 
On that note perhaps it is the right moment to look at what happens to policies 
and their standards in the Limpopo Province. 
 
 
6.2.2 What Happens to Policy Standards?  
Here we look at some standards from the policies, pick up a few discussion 
points and make a few observations and suggestions. We will be guided by what 
is said in Chapter 4 (What the field says) against the background provided by 
Chapter 5 (Documentary Foundation). 
 
Driven by the “deep commitment to ABET through resolving to promote, 
implement, monitor and evaluate robust plans and practices in the sector as a 
whole, and the intention of the Department of Education to make ABET occupy 
a central place in the development of South Africa,”357 we have seen in 
Chapter 5, certain standards have to be met: integration of ABET into a national 
framework; development of curriculum and learning materials; social 
mobilisation; practitioner development; professional, technical support and 
research;358 and monitoring and evaluation.359 What is the state of the art in 
respect of these? 
 
6.2.2.1 Integration into a national framework 
The organising framework for integration in education is provided through the 
National Qualifications Framework (NQF) the implementation of which is the 
responsibility of the South African Qualifications Authority (SAQA). With 
regard to this, SAQA’s Executive Officer is quoted as saying:  
 

Notwithstanding the difficulties associated with the ‘messy,  
setting-up phase’ of NQF implementation … in some sense  
the facts speak for themselves: SAQA has achieved a great  
deal in a relatively short  space of time, particularly given  
the paucity of resources at its disposal. A staff of seventy  
has been set up to oversee a most ambitious qualifications  
framework by international standards - a single, integrated  
 frame work populated with qualifications and learner  
achievements across twelve organising fields spanning three  

                                                 
356 This type of training render annual reports meaningless because you just report on the 
occasions, but not what goes into the occasions - especially the quality of that.. 
357 See Chapter 5, Footnote 291. 
358 It  suffices to say a lot more needs to be done in these respects. 
359 See 6.3.2. in the next section. 
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bands, including HET.360 Spatially and temporally - given  
the open-endedness of Levels 1 and 8 - the framework is  
the vehicle for lifelong learning.361 

 
Reading Cosser362 you soon come to realise that there are some underlying 
difficulties with the implementation of the NQF which unfortunately cannot be 
made part of this dissertation. What is relevant for our purposes is the fact that 
the introduction and implementation of the NQF has meant a quantum leap for 
adult education given its historical “small-scale inefficient” provision base. At 
the moment the debates are centred around the NQF and outcomes-based 
approaches, that are replacing the input-based approaches of the past, in 
mainstream schooling and higher education. There are serious problems in terms 
of capacity to implement them even there. In adult education in the Limpopo 
Province the difficulties are more severe - lack of facilities; lack of capacity; 
insufficient financial resources; understaffing; and a sub-directorate which is 
that in name only - one permanent staff member and a monolithic structure 
lacking in diversification of functions. The use of qualified, but unemployed 
teachers, though good for the individuals concerned, is not adding value to a 
field that needs a lot of attention.363 
 
Besides some of the problems above, is it not a problem for adult learners if 
adult education must be integrated this way to correspond with the exit points in 
formal schooling? Is over-formalisation itself not a threat to adult education, a 
field known globally to serve a diverse needs of both adults and out-of-school 
youth whose aspirations are different? For the Limpopo Province these 
questions and others like “Are we not creating unrealistic expectations?” are 
very important ones.  
 
Perhaps the South African Literacy Initiative (SANLI) has been conceived out 
of the realisation of problems that these questions are raising. We will come to 
the initiative at a later stage.  
 
6.2.2.2 Development of Curriculum and Learning Materials 
We have seen that in this regard the objective was to develop a curriculum 
framework, learning programmes and unit standards with available material for 
all learning areas at ABET Levels 1 – 4. But because ABET fits in the GET 
band of the NQF it is influenced by that framework in terms of those levels, 

                                                 
360 Higher Education and Training 
361 As quoted in Cosser, M. The Implementation of the National Qualifications Framework 
and the Transformation of Education and Training in South Africa: A Critique in A. Kraak 
and M. Young, op cit., p. 156. 
362 Ibid., pp. 153 – 167. 
363 Later we will look at the insecurity that this group must live with on a daily basis. 
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outcomes, organising fields and learning areas, unit standards, National 
Standards Bodies, Standard Generating Bodies, Education and Training Quality 
Assurers; credits and qualifications. In more ways this is a centralised service 
provided for nationally.364 The critical point is what does the province do in 
terms of training for practitioners and educators to get to grips with a new very 
sophisticated language? My discussions with the sub-directorate pointed to a 
difficulty in terms of capacity to do that made worse by the severe understaffing 
experienced at the time. The introduction of learnerships was adding to the load, 
they said. 
 
The question that could be asked with regard to the development of the 
curriculum and learning materials together with the training that goes with those 
is: Given the severe shortage of capacity and human resources why not involve 
the universities? 
 
Though the interviews with the field were not so much in-depth in respect of 
curriculum, learning materials and unit standards, responses from centre 
managers about these issues can be illustrated by a response from one district 
co-ordinator: 
 

E no ba mehlolo365 
 
This indicates the pace at which the Directorate is moving while not taking some 
provinces along. Or the pace at which the country is moving without due regard 
for certain contexts. After all South Africa is one. So seems the reasoning. But 
also the mistake. The Limpopo Province is a complexity of its own kind. The 
larger part is rural, illiterate and marginalised with a poor educational 
background - the former homelands in particular. It seems you need something 
else before what comes down from ‘national’ is understood, appreciated and 
used. A mechanism is needed to ‘decode’ those messages contained in those 
documents. Let us use one example. According to the Policy Document on 
ABET the term “Learning and Support Materials” signals a move away from the 
primacy of the specific content-driven textbook towards the idea of a range of 
materials (including materials developed by the educators themselves and 
newspapers etc.) that can help learners to attain the required outcomes.366 But 
you come to a centre and conduct an interview and this is the response: 
 

But we are running short of N. Sotho texbooks 
 
                                                 
364 In the Learning Programme Guidelines, The Directorate of Adult Education and Training 
refer to about 19 documents they have generated so far which guide the ABET field. 
365 In English: “It is just a confusing mess.” 
366 See Policy Document, op cit., p. 27. 
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If this interviewee ever attended a training workshop on learning materials, it 
means that the workshop was not value for money. If not, the interviewee was 
never reached through the adopted training method - cascading (See practitioner 
development below).  
 
6.2.2.3 Social Mobilisation 
At the national level it was recognised that there was a need for a systemic 
approach to appropriate advocacy and mobilisation of the external environment 
and internal segments of the field. A target of 2,5 million learners by the year 
2001 was set. At provincial level the plan was to mobilise and gain support for 
all areas of ABET and to maximise the use of available resources to exceed 
delivery plans and learner enrolment targets. In this mission again the ABET 
Council was to play a central role. It was charged with the responsibility to 
implement a comprehensive mobilisation and public relations strategy for the 
ABET movement in the Province. This has not happened.  
 
According to the Northern Province Report367 in a section called ‘highlights’ it 
is reported that in 1998 the provincial multi-year implementation plan was 
launched on an International Literacy Day where 500 ‘enthusiastic people 
attended the function.’ The Premier of the Province was given a certificate and 
the responsibility of being a patron for ABET. In 1999 fifteen (15) community 
meetings were held for learner mobilisation and five consultative workshops 
were held to establish partnerships with ‘sister’ departments. These were some 
of the initiatives at social mobilisation, but it seems those did not bear much 
fruit according to people interviewed. In fact what happened at the end of 2000 
when the services of educators were terminated and many centres closed, was 
counter-productive.368 This move sent a wrong message to every individual, 
interest group and stakeholder concerned with adult education and training. As 
for the field they felt paralysed by that move. Some of the interviewees had 
strong feelings that ABET would never be the same again. They need to be 
proven wrong.369 
 
6.2.2.4 Practitioner Development 
It is stated in the Policy Document on ABET that the development of provincial 
or institutional learning programmes based on the national curriculum 
framework for ABET needs to be accompanied by systematic practitioner 
development.370 The provincial objective with regard to practitioner training and 

                                                 
367 Department of Education and Training, 2001. “Building an ABET System: The First  
Five Years” 1995 – 2000. Pretoria: Department of Education, Directorate: Adult  
Education and Training. 
368 Read section on the termination in Chapter 4. 
369 The effect of the termination on the national target of 2,5 million learner is not yet known. 
370 The Policy Document, p. 26.  
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development was to train staff able to deliver effective Outcomes Based ABET 
programmes for all learning areas at ABET Level 1 – 4 in all the centres in the 
Province. To achieve this the Province chose to be part of a National Cascade 
Training Programme. This programme was the initiative of the National AET 
Directorate.371  
 
According to the Northern Province Report,372 in 1998 six hundred (600) 
educators were trained by PROLIT on OBE; ten (10) National Core Trainers 
were trained by Continuing Education Programme (CEP) on OBE; and these 
trained sixty (60) provincial trainers; three (3) ABET regional managers were 
trained on curriculum, learning support material and management of centres. In 
1999 three hundred and sixty practitioners (360) were trained by the ten national 
and the sixty core trainers on OBE and learning programme design; the ten 
national core trainers were trained by ASECA Natal consortium on learning 
programme design and assessment; and these trained seventy (70) provincial 
core trainers on the same; twenty two (22) practitioners were trained by 
SIMEKA.373 In 2000 ten (10) national core trainers were trained by the Joint 
Education Trust (JET) in the selection, use, development and adaptation of 
learning support materials and the same with seventy (70) provincial core 
trainers; JET also trained eight hundred and forty (840) practitioners on the 
design of integrated learning programmes; seventy (70) adult educators were 
trained by Northern Training Trust on Agriculture and the same number by 
HRD Solutions on Small, Medium, and Micro-Economic Enterprises; thirty one 
(31) regional and district officers were trained by three head office managers on 
strategic planning.374 
 
This, given the problem of illiteracy in the Limpopo Province and the numbers 
of people affected, is too little. But given financial constraints and the 
understaffing in the ABET sub-directorate something is being done about 
practitioner development. If anything, it shows a realisation exists that there are 
huge training needs in the Province.375 However, as the research has shown, 
there are problems related to cascading. 
 

                                                 
371 See Chapter 5. 
372 Department of Education and Training, 2001. “Building an ABET System: The First Five 
Years” 1995 – 2000. Pretoria: Department of Education, Directorate: Adult Education and 
Training. 
373 An NGO. Most of the agencies who did the training are NGOs. 
374 The weakness of this report is that it includes training at national and in the Ikhwelo pilot 
project. As a result it does not give the real picture in ordinary PALC’s in the Province. 
375 Read Stevens, H. 1994. Functional (il)literacy in a changing South Africa. Research of the 
problems, needs and possibilities with respect to functional (il)literacy in the region of the 
University of the North. UNIN Adult Education Series. Vol. 1. Polokwane: Lamprint.  
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The biggest of them all is the retention of trained people in the ‘industry’. So 
many trained officials have left or are leaving with that scarce but precious 
resource the field is so much in need of. In a democracy everybody has rights 
but it will be a mistake to think that it is a right to ‘steal’ from an ‘industry’ like 
adult education given the problems there. For the ‘industry’ to become 
something towards a learning organisation it needs to retain as much of its 
organisational competences as is possible. For that reason it is a point worth 
considering to keep trained people in the field for a period that can be 
determined. This implies some kind of contractual arrangements that can be 
entered into. A number of ways are available.  
 
The second problem, as pointed out by many people during the interviews, has 
to do with cascading the training to lower levels - the regional, district and even 
centre levels. Here besides lack of the necessary funding for organising the 
training, the regions and districts thought they were left to their own wits 
without government or departmental support when it came to training materials. 
In those cases where it was possible to do anything, the duration of the training 
was very short. Generally the duration of the training was a week. But you come 
across situations where while that was the case, the daily training itself started in 
the morning and ended at 13h00. The critical point is: Given the new 
approaches, what can be done in a week to change people’s ways of thinking 
and doing that were accumulated over the years through formal training and 
experience? That is the point to keep in mind as training of SGBs, officials, 
centre managers, and educators continues. One suggestion could be to look at a 
longer period of training by having those weekly workshops followed by 
training days for everybody, especially educators, over weekends for a period of 
at least one or two years.376 In that way the weekly workshops can serve an 
introductory purpose, which is what they do in any case. This time it will be in a 
much more meaningful way. 
 
The idea of national and provincial core trainers seems to be a good one. Some 
points raised by the field during the research had to do with their selection 
criteria and the participation of regions and districts in that process. The feeling 
was that unless it has to be strictly based on hierarchy with the ABET sub-
directorate having to do it alone (based on some kind of policy), the regions and 
districts were in a better position to do that at most, or participate in the process 
at the least. This would ensure some degree of accountability to those levels. 
Also the numbers of national trainers (10) and even provincial core trainers (70) 

                                                 
376 Otherwise you have a situation like the researcher experienced, when an interviewee on the 
point of whether she received any training responded in the negative only to be reminded by 
the district co-ordinator outside the interview of a workshop that took place in some distant 
past! 
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could be reconsidered, especially for the Limpopo Province.377 The vastness of 
the Province and the scattered-ness of communities and villages with their 
implications for distances to be travelled in themselves suggest differently. 
Throughout the research we have noted the frequency at which transport is cited 
as a problem for being unable to do this or that - site visits, monitoring, etc. One 
way of offsetting that is to have more people trained so that most people can just 
‘walk’ to where they are needed. 
 
Based on the points above the Cascade model has to be revisited if there were 
possibilities of improving it. Otherwise there are institutions of training like 
universities and technikons with whom partnerships for training can be forged. 
There are other ways of doing the same things in a different way.378 
 
6.2.3 What resources are provided? 
In this part we look at what resources have been and are made available to the 
field. We do this in the context of the government’s bold stand in the policy 
documents that “No longer is the State a mere spectator …”.379 What has the 
new government done, to create an enabling environment for ABET 
provisioning? We answer this question by examining the infrastructural 
commitments and financial commitments.  
 
6.2.3.1 Infra-structural ‘Resources’ 
Realising the need for ABET in the country, the new government set out to 
create an appropriate infrastructure within  the Department of Education. It is 
history now that there is a Directorate for Adult Education and Training in the 
Department of Education. The Directorate has facilitated a process of bringing 
together major role players in the sector to establish a national forum for policy 
and programme development in adult education. This is called the National 
Stakeholders Forum. 
 
Their role in policy formulation has been referred to earlier. There is also a 
National Adult Education and Training Council whose job is to co-ordinate the 
wide range of interests in the adult education sector. There is also the National 
Institute for Lifelong Learning Development (NILLD) whose main function is to 
focus on building effective learning institutions through the development of 
strategies and human resources for learning programmes; assessment; materials; 
educator support; recognition of prior learning; education management 
development; and pilot and evaluation studies. The National Advisory Board on 

                                                 
377 And other similar provinces. 
378 Read Kerkhof, J. and Rakoma, M. 1999. Teaching the Adult Learner. An introduction to 
learning theories and teaching methods in adult education and training. UNIN Adult 
Education Series. Vol. 3. Polokwane: Lamprint.  
379 See Chapter 1, Sub-section 1.5. 
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ABET (NABABET) was established to advise the Minister on quality promotion 
and assurance in adult education and training. 
 
These ‘resources’ are very important ones for the development of adult 
education in South Africa. The problems are more operational in terms of 
coordination of the various functions of all these bodies. As far as the 
Directorate there was a stage during the time of this research when the biggest 
problem had to do with a seemingly unstoppable change of actors and 
understaffing. This led to an over-reliance on provincial staff that regularly 
‘went to national’ with the consequence that the provinces, in this case the 
Limpopo Province, was without officials for extended periods of time. Besides 
this it meant that the national Department of Education was unable to render the 
necessary support to the province. This came out during the interviews with the 
sub-directorate. The other issue is how do these national structures link up with 
the provincial structures. What are the roles of these in the provinces? This point 
has to be considered. 
 
Recently there has been a re-launch380 of the South African National Literacy 
Initiative. This is the initiative of the second Minister of Education since the new 
democracy. According to the minutes of the GAUTENG381 Council for Adult 
Training and Education (CATE), of March 16, 2002:  

 
This initiative to address illiteracy has fallen short of its  
objectives and targets of delivery. In our province we have  
not moved an inch since its launch last year. Training for  
this project has begun in some areas without the involvement  
of ABET centres and NGO’s. Volunteerism is the backbone  
of the initiative and that cannot guarantee the commitment  
from educators. Volunteers should not operate in isolation  
but should rather link up with other role players and  
stakeholders.382 

 
The above is used to indicate that in 2001 the initiative was launched for the first 
time. But also to show what could have been its shortcomings. The second 
launch is marked by a move towards private action in terms of the training of 
Volunteer Educators (VE’s). But also it tries to involve as many interest groups 

                                                 
380 I am calling it that because in 2001 there was an attempt to launch it. But in 2002, there is 
a new attempt to involve as many people as possible. I attended the first meeting of the new 
initiative in the Province at the Ranch Motel in Polokwane on July 30, 2002 together with 
other stakeholders. 
381 Another province in South Africa. 
382 See the South African Council for Educators (SACE) minutes of August, 2002, pp. 14 – 
17. 
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as is possible. The main objective of the initiative is to address some of the 
problems that adult education as of now is unable to address. This is borne out 
of a realisation that there are certain groups of people that adult education 
cannot or does not reach. It aimed to combat illiteracy particularly in the rural 
areas and informal settlements. Precisely it aimed to mobilise a ‘nationwide 
voluntary movement for adult literacy’ and to reach some 3 million illiterate 
people over the next five years, starting in 2001.383 But again the question is 
how does SANLI connect with the existing structures discussed above? 
Especially how do the two Directorates (for Adult Education and Training and 
SANLI) relate? In a recent interview (2002-12-06) with the Director of the 
National Adult Education and Training Directorate I became aware that he was 
also acting as the Director of SANLI. This might bring with it some degree of 
coordination of activities between the two directorates even though there is a 
problem of a different kind - overload of work and responsibilities. While 
nationally it is a Directorate on its own, provincially SANLI is presently located 
within the ABET sub-directorate (about this see the next paragraph below). This 
could lead to operational problems in the future. As of now it has brought added 
responsibilities on a sub-directorate which is already overstretched. 
 
Provincially the most important move was the establishment of the ABET sub-
directorate in 1997 in the Department of Education and Training in the Province. 
Its responsibility was to develop operational goals for a fully functioning ABET 
system. This would require careful coordination and an integrated approach 
towards the work of the different divisions and sections in the Department which 
are needed by the ABET system.384 Two points are clear from this formulation 
regarding the functions of the sub-directorate and that of the provincial 
Department as a whole. First, the sub-directorate was to develop a functional 
ABET system within, secondly, a carefully coordinated and integrated 
department. The first was the responsibility of the sub-directorate while the 
second was the responsibility of the Head of the whole provincial Department of 
Education. We will come to this point later in sub-section 6.3.6. 
 
This research has been unable to trace anything about the Provincial Institute of 
Lifelong Learning Development (NILLD) which would interact with the ABET 
sub-council to build an adequate institutional infrastructure for ABET. We have 
seen in Chapter 4 that the provincial ABET council was formed in 1996. In that 
chapter we have seen what the composition and the functions of the council 
were to be. We have seen also that in the Department there is some structure that 
functions as such a council unknown to the field as a whole but only to the sub-
directorate. There are serious questions about its membership and role. However 

                                                 
383 See South Africa Survey 2000/2002, p. 295. 
384 See Policy Document, 1997, op cit., pp. 14 – 15. 
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what is most important is what functions the council was to perform according 
to the provincial Multi-year Implementation Plan which were to: 
 

• play a role in the transformation of adult centres 
• create awareness of the policy development process 
• organise a comprehensive mobilisation and public relations  

trategy for the ABET movement in the Province 
• formulate guidelines for continual monitoring of the implementation of 

the multi-year plan 
• implement the assessment of existing finances and resources for all 

ABET sectors 
• mobilise relevant stakeholders and possible investors in ABET 
• embark on a fund raising campaign for ABET 
• embark on a systematic programme to formalise delivery partnerships 

 
Without the council it goes without saying that these functions had to be shelved 
or even discarded at the expense of the development of the field. As seen in 
Chapter 4, (What the field says) another duty of the council was to ensure the 
accountability of the MEC of Education to the wider society. This meant the 
accountability of the whole department including the sub-directorate. With the 
present ‘council’ this is not possible. 
 
6.2.3.2. Financial Resources 
It is stated in the policy document (p. 41) that the cost of the provision of 
programmes for out-of-school youth and adults who require basic education 
cannot be carried by public funds alone. The funding would have to be shared 
among a variety of partners co-ordinated through the ABET sub-council of the 
National Council for Education and Training. From the very beginning it was 
realised that partnerships were going to be important in the delivery of adult 
education and training. It is recognised in the national MYIP that the plan’s 
objectives would not be realised without adequate funding. Mechanisms for 
‘cost-sharing’ needed to be developed and new ways of encouraging efficiency 
and effectiveness had to be introduced. Further it is observed that to achieve the 
objectives and vision of the Plan requires the development and implementation 
of a comprehensive financing and resourcing framework and strategy to achieve 
sustainable delivery targets.385 By referring to international trends the MYIP is 
playing very cautious about the financing of ABET activities. Chapter 16 (pp. 
215 –238) of the Plan goes into detail about issues of funding to a point where a 
strategy is suggested. Interesting points are raised: government expenditure is 
constrained, but demand for education and training is growing; concepts of 
dependency on government should be diluted; the complexities of financing the 
                                                 
385 See National Multi-year Implementation Plan, 1997, p. 215. 
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ABET sector; a policy question of whether all those who are undereducated, 
according to current definitions and largely schooling based standards, are to be 
reached, or only those who already express a desire to be reached, or something 
in between; determining the gap between probable funding ability and probable 
funding need; etc. Those are points to consider in any policy implementation 
‘talk’ and the extent to which these were considered is not apparent in the policy 
documents.  
 
In the Province the objective, as indicated earlier, was to implement a holistic 
and sustainable financing strategy to allow for the implementation of all aspects 
of the multi-year plan. This was to be executed in three steps: 1) assessment of 
existing finances and resources for all ABET sectors; 2) mobilising relevant 
stakeholders and possible investors in ABET; 3) implement Pilot Centre Project 
to establish accurate, tested centre costing model; and 4) embark on fund raising 
campaign for ABET. In all these steps the provincial ABET council was to play 
a pivotal role. Because it is non-functional very little has been done. 
 
It is not only the non-functionality of the council in fund raising but also what 
the field gets from the total provincial budget. In 2001 there was a drastic cut 
where the whole ABET field was given around R11 million for the payment of 
the salaries of educators which everybody interviewed thought impossible given 
what needed to be done. Some thought that was enough for only one region. 
 
This last point further raises the question of what the Province gets as a budget 
for education from the national government at this time when budgets are 
disappearing everywhere. In this case it is appropriate to look at the implications 
of the Growth, Employment And Redistribution (GEAR) macro-economic 
strategy accepted by the government in 1996. But first, what is it? 
 
6.2.3.3 The Growth, Employment and Redistribution Strategy386 
According to Kraak, “One of the most significant and earliest shifts in ANC 
policy occurred in June 1996 with the release of the Growth, Employment and 
Redistribution Strategy as the government’s official macro-economic dogma, 
displacing the RDP from its earlier status as the party’s social democratic 
orthodoxy on economic policy.”387 This strategy is more about fiscal discipline 
and as a result it privileges that over those strategies that prioritised the 
provision of basic needs. The RDP was such a strategy that prioritised such 
provision. Adult Basic Education and Training fell under some of those priority 
areas.  
                                                 
386 For a simplified version read the workbook “Understanding GEAR” on 
http://www.anc.org.za 
387 Kraak A., Policy Ambiguity and Slippage:  Higher Education under the New State, 1994 –
2001 in A. Kraak and M. Young, op cit., p. 105.       
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According to Kraak the roots of the strategy lay as far back as November 1993 
with the formation of the Transitional Executive Council when ANC officials, 
along with representatives from the Apartheid government’s Department of 
Finance and Reserve Bank, negotiated a secret deal with the World Bank to 
secure an $850 million loan. In return the ANC agreed to maintain existing 
monetary policy, prioritise inflation reduction, contain government expenditure, 
and desist from raising taxes - the key premises of the future GEAR strategy.388 
In other words right from the beginning there was always a race between the 
‘Left Keynesiasm’ (represented by the RDP thinking) and the macro-economic 
conservatism (represented by GEAR thinking) from 1993, with the former 
having a significant influence over the latter. But by June 1996 the conservative 
macro-economic framework had effectively neutralised the left thinking.389 
Tight fiscal policies like GEAR meant that priorities of the RDP, like ABET, 
were not going to get financial resources as the policy documents implied.  
 
It is difficult for me to indicate the extent of the financial impact on adult 
education delivery of the acceptance of GEAR as a macroeconomic strategy but 
looking at it you can’t help but bring back Derthick’s charge that “separation 
from local politics and administration gives policy makers a licence to formulate 
ideal, innovative objectives, because the political and the administrative 
burdens of the innovations they conceive will be borne locally. They are free, 
much more freer than local officials, to stand publicly for progress and high 
principle.”390 But when the policy making was so broadly inclusive and 
consultative, you have to bring Bardach’s “game metaphor” and say the process 
was a game to keep the various interest groups in adult education that were so 
vociferous during the Apartheid years contented that something would be done? 
Was it a game? If GEAR was accepted in June 1996, was it still correct391 to 
stand publicly for progress and high principle (the hallmarks of the RDP of 
1994) through all those documents? 
 
In short, the provinces will bear the brunt. Below is a table indicating the 
provincial breakdown of the total expenditure (in thousands of Rands) on ABET 
for the 1998/99 to 2001/02 financial years according to a Report (September 
2002) handed to the President of the country, President Thabo Mbeki, from the 
Minister of Education, Professor Kader Asmal:392 
 
 

                                                 
388 Webster and Adler (1999) as used by Kraak, Ibid. 
389 Read why this happened in the paper by Terreblanche S. J., The Ideological Journey of 
South Africa: From the RDP to the GEAR Macro-economic Plan on http://www.ricsa.org.za 
390 See Chapter 2. 
391 Not used in the sense of political correctness. 
392 Ministry of Education, Pretoria: Sixth Report on the Provinces, September 2002, p. 38. 
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Table 3: Expenditure on ABET by Province for 1998/99 to 2001/02 
financial years 

 
PROVINCE 1998/99 1999/00 2000/01 2001/02 
Eastern 
Cape 

24,010 20,101 96,772 110,780 

Free State 19,407 28,704 48,441 50,394 
Gauteng 42,795 60,756 99,671 105,613 
Kwazulu-
Natal 

14,708 20,323 37,654 32,295 

Limpopo 27,330 34,179 26,840 30,689 
Mpumalanga 51,402 46,157 41,200 44,200 
Northern 
Cape 

2,191 1,838 4,677 4,919 

North West 4,634 25,152 54,589 57,006 
Western 
Cape 

13,951 14,488 17,448 18,104 

     
Total 200,429 251,698 427,292 454,000 

 
According to the report the amounts allocated by provinces show a consistent 
increase over the past four financial years. It also indicates that the allocations 
during the 1998/99 and 1999/2000 have on average been less than R50 000.00. 
Eastern Cape and Gauteng increased their allocations to approximately R100 
000.00 from the 2000/01 year while the remaining provinces increased their 
amounts at differing rates. The national amount represented by the total shows 
an increasing trend on ABET expenditure.  
 
But for the Limpopo Province a few points are interesting: 1) the allocation has 
always remained below R50 000, the highest being the allocation of 1999/00 of 
R34 179; 2) This despite the provincial percentage share (36,9%) of non-literate 
adults shown in Table 1 in Chapter 1 of this dissertation; 3) The allocations for 
the four financial years do not come any nearer to the total cost estimation of 
implementing the provincial plan (R437 331 269.00) shown in Table 4 in sub-
section 6.3.3 below.393 4) Elsewhere in the dissertation a figure of R11 million in 
2001 (see also table 5 below) was mentioned which is higher than the 
allocations of the financial year 2000/01. This raises the question: What 
constitutes expenditure on ABET in the Limpopo Province or any other 
province where the situation is the same? 
 

                                                 
393 Of course this total was for the entire four year period of the provincial Multi-year 
Implementation Plan. 
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6.2.4 Resume 
Looking back to this part of the chapter we were able to raise a few critical 
points about issues impacting on implementation and make a few suggestions. 
They are: 
 

• inclusive policy making at a time of dramatic changes 
• implications of types of policies for implementation 
• problems related to structural discontinuities between levels 
• structuring of implementation within policies  
• what has happened or is happening with policy standards so far 
• problems related to the Outcomes Based approach in curriculum and 

learning materials development issues 
• infrastructural and financial resources made available or provided 
• the non-functionality of the ABET Council 
• the implications of GEAR as macro-economic strategy on funding 

 
We have also tried to provide possible ways of thinking about new strategies 
given the situation. In the following sub-section we will look at the intervening 
area in line with our adopted model. Again strategies the Province could 
consider to tackle their implementation responsibilities and challenges will be 
suggested. 
 
6.3 About the Intervening Area.394  
 
According to our model this is the second area after the policy area. It lies 
between the policy environment and the performance environment. I have 
decided to call it that way because a lot of intervention takes or is supposed to 
take place in this area so that the achievement of policy objectives is made 
possible. It is the degree of the intervention activities that determines whether 
implementation is successful or not. As indicated in Chapter 2 of this 
dissertation, this area consists of six variable clusters namely communication, 
enforcement, the implementing agency, political conditions, economic and 
social conditions and the dispositions of impelementors. 
 
In this section we literally ‘submerge’ ourselves in the Province. We inform 
ourselves about ‘implementation trials’ occurring in the Province. How are 
policy messages communicated throughout the ABET field, how is compliance 
sought, what and how political, economic and social conditions affect the 
implementation of adult education policies. Again we look at the question of 
responsibilities. Whose responsibility is it to implement adult education policy 

                                                 
394 See Chapter 2, Figure 1. 
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in the Province? Throughout we will make critical observations and remarks 
with suggestions where appropriate. 
 
6.3.1 Communications 
In Chapter 5, we have discussed some of the important norms and standards of 
the adult education and training policy documents. These include the new 
concept of adult education; the ABET vision; ideas on partnerships; 
consultation; integration within the NQF; principles of equity and redress, 
democracy, development and reconstruction, access; and target groups. We have 
seen in the first section of this chapter some of the problems relating to the 
formulation395 of those standards and their communication to the provinces. This 
research has shown that there are problems with regard to the communication of 
these standards in the Limpopo Province too. The first has to do with the 
availability and distribution of the policies themselves. The documents are 
scarce but the ABET sub-directorate can make sure they are not. Approaching a 
few publishing houses with this genuine problem will get it solved. The second 
has to do with the reading of the policy documents. We have seen in this 
research that very few officials get to read the policy documents. The ‘message’ 
for them remains forever hidden. For those who read the policy documents there 
are no platforms for discussing those standards. Listen to this piece from a 
district official: 
 

I think when you are alone in …396 or in whatever district and you 
go through the policy document, you don’t discuss  
it with anybody. Even when you are called to a forum where you 
have to discuss policy issues … you can’t because you have not 
discussed it with anybody. I think it is important that once or twice 
in a year people come to discuss policy issues and eh … they have a 
common understanding of what the document is saying so that what 
you get in Lebowakgomo you can get at Ga-Sekhukhune or in 
Dendron … understand.397 

 
I have seen in the course of the research how information becomes a source of 
power to the extent that those who have it appear reluctant to share it with 
others. This could be good for those individuals but in the long run that will be 
detrimental to the Province and its inhabitants. Every time you hear from the 
higher levels about the lower levels “They know nothing” and never “I/We do 
this to make them know, understand …” Workshops, the way they have come to 
be understood in the country, tend to be very ‘official’ in that they are tailor-

                                                 
395 E.g. the hurry to deal with apartheid and the neglect of the means. 
396 Name of district.  
397 These are names of villages is some districts. 
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made for specialised training, on OBE398 for example, by consultants. But this is 
not a matter of workshops, it is a matter that can be dealt with in very simple 
meetings that can be organised locally between those who know and those who 
want to know. To be trapped in officialdom also has its negative impact on 
implementation as it promotes that dependency that blocks local developmental 
initiatives. 
 
We have seen in Chapter 4 (What the field says), that meetings between the sub-
directorate and the regions and districts are irregular; that meetings between the 
regions and districts are also irregular; that meetings between the districts and 
educators tend to be regular though there are differences in modes (some only 
with centre managers and others with educators); that meetings between two or 
more regions, or districts, or even centres are unknown. Also we have 
commented about the ‘contents’ of the meetings. We suggest here that regular 
scheduled meetings be honoured and where traditionally there were never 
meetings before those be considered. Those do not need governmental 
intervention but maybe their encouragement. As for content there is much more 
than Outcomes Based Education as Chapter 5 (Documentary Foundation) has 
shown. If you are looking at the present learner groups in the centres you see 
that the composition will change if a significant number of people are aware of 
the target groups as suggested by policy documents. The National MYIP (1997, 
pp. 77-78) mentions uneducated women, out-of-school youths, unemployed 
people, prisoners and ex-prisoners, and those whose disabilities prevented them 
from gaining a basic education. 
 
If there is an instrument that could be used to communicate policy messages 
effectively it is the provincial ABET Council. Given its role of advocacy and 
mobilisation it is clear that such a council would inform itself about the norms 
and standards of policy and communicate those as such. The council has to be 
resuscitated to take up its rightful position. Even if in some policy documents 
there is a wish to have councils firmly under the ‘watchful’ eye of sub-
directorates399 in the end that is self defeating. They have to be independent and 
have the sub-directorate under their watchful eye to discharge their duties in 
such a way as to benefit the Province as a whole. From the interviews with the 
chairperson of the first council it was clear that that council fought hard to be 
recognised by the department and to have the department as another stakeholder 
within the council. The second council fought a different battle: that of 
marginalisation by the sub-directorate. With the third there is no battle at all and 
maybe that explains why it is non-functional. 
 
                                                 
398 Training in OBE seems to have come to replace everything! 
399 The ABET sub-directorate in the Limpopo Province seems to have taken this route. 
Problems with that route are now clear. In sum, a non-functional structure. 
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6.3.2 Enforcement 
Policies, their standards and their communication are very important steps for 
implementation. Their communication is a conscious and deliberate effort, and 
never an accidental one. But communication needs to be accompanied by 
mechanisms to make sure that what an organisation sets out to do gets done. 
This means ‘enforcing’ implementation of objectives previously agreed upon 
during the policy formulation stage. In Chapter 2 we referred to the concept of 
‘administrative feedback’ as used by Kaufman and his fellow researchers which 
they defined “as all the processes the bureau leaders get apprised of subordinate 
behaviour down to the lowest organisational levels.” There is always a need to 
be apprised as there is always tendencies towards non-compliance by the 
subordinates as they “don’t know what their superiors want, or they can’t do 
what their superiors want, or they refuse to do what their superiors want.”400 For 
our purposes replace subordinates by implementors and superiors by policies. 
These are related to information, capacity and rejection respectively. Without 
feedback administrators are unlikely to know that these exist in the field. In their 
research Kaufman and others found that there are five major sources of 
feedback: reporting, personal inspection, the web of personal contacts, 
investigations and centralised services. The last meaning those services that are 
directed from the centre. 
 
According to the Northern Province Report, referred to earlier, prior to 1997 
there were no formal reporting structures. In 1998 a provincial management 
structure comprising of Head Office staff and regional co-ordinators was 
established. One structure meets monthly to take critical decisions pertaining to 
management issues. The second structure comprises head office staff, regional 
co-ordinators and district officers and meets bi-monthly. A format was 
developed by the ABET sub-directorate and distributed to the regions and 
districts. The format covers the following key activities: curriculum 
implementation, capacity building, learner enrolment figures, achievements, 
challenges and any other matter to be brought to the attention of the ABET 
head.401 This was a good foundation for quality management that the field needs. 
 
By their own admission we have seen that it has been difficult for the sub-
directorate to honour those meetings citing understaffing and their unavailability 
in the Province because of national duty. This is supported by the field itself 
most of them saying they don’t remember when last those meetings were held. 
The situation is different with the pilots. In the case of the Ikhwelo project a 
Provincial Management Co-ordinating Committee402 was established to oversee 
the implementation of the project. The committee meets every two months. 
                                                 
400 Refer to Chapter 2, Footnote 51. 
401 See Report, p. 79. 
402 Sometimes called Provincial Project Management Committee (PPMC). 
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Projects managers and co-ordinators then table their reports. We have seen in 
Chapter 4 that those meetings are attended regularly with maximum attendance 
in most cases. The point is the department has much to learn from the pilot in 
this regard. 
 
Besides the difficulties it was possible to find that officials in the field were 
reporting on their activities to the higher levels. District co-ordinators are 
reporting to the regional co-ordinators on a quarterly and annual basis. The 
regions write reports for the sub-directorate. We have come across some isolated 
cases where centres are required to write reports to their district co-ordinators 
but in general centre managers don’t write reports. Reports about centres are 
written by district co-ordinators based on site visits.  
 
Site visits themselves are not regular throughout the system. At the levels of 
regions and districts the problem had to do with transport. At the time of the 
research this was getting official attention where a subsidy system was being 
introduced. The problem was going to remain with seconded staff who would 
not qualify for the subsidy. 
 
In this research therefore, it has been found that regardless of the associated 
problems there are two ways by which officials inform themselves about the 
field in the Province, namely reporting and site visits. As at present those could 
be improved. However there are those areas that need to be made central 
services. Quality assurance is one such. 
 
Monitoring and Evaluation are very important to the field and are important 
tools for enforcement. But besides that they assist in providing data for future 
planning, in the distribution or redistribution of resources (financial and 
otherwise) and can influence future policy directions. At national level it was 
decided to introduce and maintain a decentralised, accurate and reliable 
information source for monitoring and evaluation of the multi-year plan. The 
outcome would be an Education Management Information System (EMIS) 
located within the Department of Education, Directorate: Adult Education and 
Training and which is supported by provincially maintained (EMISs).403 In the 
Limpopo Province this is a new development which is beginning to track down 
activities in education including adult education. This might result in a reliable 
data base. 
 
6.3.3 Political Conditions 
The Limpopo Province is one of the nine provinces that make up South Africa. 
Besides one central government at the national level, there are nine provincial 

                                                 
403 See Multi-year Plan, p. 186. 
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governments. Below those provincial governments you have local government 
structures in the form of municipalities. The relevant issue for our purposes is 
how provincial governments are elected. During the polls there are two 
processes: one for national government and the other for provincial 
governments. So one can vote for one party at national level and a different one 
at provincial level. That has happened twice already in 1994 and 1999. The 
result is at national level you have an ANC-led government with seven ANC-led 
provinces, one Inkatha Freedom-led province (Kwa-Zulu Natal) and one 
Democratic Alliance-led province (Western Cape).404 The Limpopo Province is 
one of the seven ANC-led provinces. 
 
Theoretically, therefore, you expect the provincial government to embrace the 
new policy documents that are largely seen as products of a consultative policy 
process led by the African National Congress (ANC). Indeed in this research it 
did not occur that there was opposition to or a rejection of the norms and 
standards of those policy documents. That is a strong point but at the same time 
a weakness in the sense that discussions and debates about some issues, 
implementation plans for instance, are devoid of that sharpness that only 
opposition and rejection can ensure. Agreement is arrived at too easily and 
critical areas only raise their heads at the crucial moment of implementation. For 
example, on page 46 of the Provincial Multi-year Implementation Plan, it 
stands: “It will cost R437 331 269.00 to implement all aspects of this multi-year 
implementation plan as detailed in the planning frameworks. This excludes 
salary costs and general organisational running costs.” This figure is arrived at 
after the following table of costing: 
 

Table 4: Cost of Plan Implementation 
 

Learner Enrolment 402 603 769.00 
Curriculum 308 100.00 
Assessment 39 936 300.00 
Effective Learning Institutions 119 200.00 
Training 1 832 400.00 
Policy Development 268 800.00 
Mobilisation 517 400.00 
Research & Development 150 000.00 
Monitoring & Evaluation 492 300.00 
Partnerships & Co-ordination 30 000.00 
TOTAL 437 331 269.00 

 

                                                 
404 That is before the Democratic Party and the New Nationalist Party fallout and before the 
discussions on the floor crossing law was concluded. History will tell what happens. 
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This must be the result of very genuine discussions and costing and reflecting 
what needed to be done. But if this was vehemently rejected either from a 
political or even a business point of view the question “Where was the money to 
come from?”405 would have been raised. It may not be obvious, but to most 
people the question was already answered: government. The reason: government 
has promised so and these are government policies. But government has 
accepted GEAR as a macro-economic strategy to replace the RDP. So: Let us 
prioritise!  
 
I have talked so far about the provincial level. But there is still the local level 
and the individual level where opposition and rejection is possible. This research 
has not come even close to establishing this, maybe because of the target group 
of the interviews. Such opposition or rejection is a point for consideration in any 
implementation attempts. 
 
Another political issue has to do with what are called presidential or ministerial 
projects. Sometimes these come with vast amounts of money and resources. But 
there are two problems related to these. One, they are greeted with a lot of 
opposition immediately they leave the president’s or minister’s office. Often 
reasons for the opposition centre around consultation. Two, once the president 
or the minister leaves office you remain with presidential or ministerial projects 
that have lost their presidents or their ministers. As a result nobody knows what 
to do about or with them. The South African National Literacy Campaign of 
2001, might have run into difficulties of the first type. The one of 2002 may not 
be driven as enthusiastically in the Province as the Minister may wish. The last 
telephonic check (2003-02-22) with the provincial official who was supposed to 
be in charge of the campaign indicated there was a move to bring a private 
person to take over the responsibilty. A post was going to be advertised and the 
successful candidate would take charge for three years. Funds would be 
provided by the European Union. 
 
But perhaps the most important point for consideration is the one raised by 
Tuchten (October, 2000) in a fact sheet406 compiled for Project Literacy to 
support calls for a national ABET system which would benefit from 
collaborative, long range planning, proper resourcing and financing, and the 
employment of adequately trained practitioners.  
 
The point is simply: Adult literacy campaigns do not eradicate illiteracy. 
Tanzania and Nicaragua had world renowned adult literacy campaigns, yet their 
current (2000) adult illiteracy rates are 32,2% and 34,3% respectively according 

                                                 
405 We are not saying here that the money is too much or too little. 
406 Entitled: Facts! about adult literacy, basic education and training (ABET). 
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to the sheet. Cuba had a relatively successful adult literacy campaign and the 
illiteracy rate is now 4,3%. However there were less than one million illiterate 
adults in Cuba at the time of the campaign.407 
 
6.3.4 Economic and Social Factors 
In 6.3.3. above we have used an economics example to demonstrate a political 
point that where there is no opposition we arrive too easily at plans and 
decisions because we are not sharp enough. The same example can be used to 
demonstrate how the economy or economic decisions affect implementation. 
Simply put, you need that amount of money and more but it is not there. Then 
there is no implementation. 
 
In 2001, as indicated earlier, ABET was given R11 million (in 2002 it was +- 
R20 million) as a budget for educator allowances for salary payment for the 
whole Province. Regions and districts were instructed to cut on the number of 
educators in the centres and to reduce the centres. Below is a table that shows 
the breakdown per each region in the Province: 
 

Table 5: Provincial ABET Allowance: Educator payment per regions 
(2001)408 

 
REGION LEARNER 

ENROLMENT 
VALUE/RANDS 

Western (1) 3 503 1 000 000 
Central (2) 7 717 1 121 200 
Northern (3) 19 959 4 201 125 
North Eastern (4) 1 590 800 000 
Eastern (5) 4 774 1 040 000 
Southern (6) 11 656 2 000 675 
Bushbuckridge (7) 4 801 1 040 000 
TOTAL 54 000 11 203 000 

 
 
That meant a reduction of about 70% of the adult education and training 
infrastructure that was there before. Table 6 (sub-section 6.4.2) shows the total 
number of educators in 2001 as 708, while in 2000 the number was 3 433. There 
was an outcry but it had to happen. Given the fact that fiscal discipline has come 
to be the economic stand of the government in the framework of GEAR there is 
no reason to believe that budgets for provinces will improve significantly. 

                                                 
407 Source used: UNESCO World data on education - website. 
408 According to a discussion document I picked up at a meeting of Region 2 on 26/04/2001 to 
discuss the issue of the termination of services of educators. I was invited to this meeting. 
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Instead budget cuts are more likely. This will imply cuts in basic services such 
as adult basic education. Here of course comes the question of priorities. If adult 
education is declared a national priority, then this will show in the slice of the 
budget that it gets. Sometimes in the Province, from statements made by 
political leaders (the MEC of Education and Training for instance), there is a 
feeling that adult education is a priority. That must translate into a reasonable 
budget. But at the budgeting level it seems it is no longer a priority. It was 
difficult in this research to establish whether the questions of attitude and 
undestanding (of seniors, especially those in the financial ection) in respect of 
adult education influenced also the slice of the cake that it got. But what can be 
said is that it seems the traditional way that adult education used to be viewed 
and understood in those ‘corridors of power’ is still prevalent today, according 
to district, regional and sub-directorate officials interviewed. A better 
understanding of the new concept of adult education should lead to an improved 
funding of adult education activities. 
 
This means the Province must embark on a massive drive to fund-raise even 
internationally. Donor funding should not come to the Province via some of the 
‘national’ structures like the Joint Education Trust (JET). Maybe there is a need 
for a special provincial organ409 to deal with fund-raising for ABET in the 
Province with the blessing of the national and the provincial governments.410 
Besides issues of context, that a provincial organ like that one may understand 
better when assisted by contextualised research (and that also sending a message 
of how seriously adult education issues are taken), the more important point is 
the one that was raised by Turok at the Consumer Congress in Durban in 2000 
that:  
  

“… in a parliamentary democracy, money must not only  
stay with government but must be spread to civil society.  
Government alone cannot coordinate development of the  
kind that is needed to transform society.”411 

 
He argued that NGOs had ‘declined and haemorrhaged’ due to the diversion of 
funds. The government had received an estimated R18 billion in technical 
assistance, grants and loans from donors in the six years since the birth of a 
democracy in 1994. He indicated that that move had been to the detriment of 
poverty eradication (I want to add illiteracy also) since only a principled 
relationship between the government, civil society and donors could provide the 

                                                 
409 To avoid too many structures, a well constituted provincial ABET council with added 
powers could be such an organ. 
410 Of course you need people of integrity in that organ. 
411 In the article Donors  were ‘wrong to switch to state funding’ in Business Report, 
November, 2000. 
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mechanism to protect citizens from the effects of globalisation. At the same 
Congress, Pope, of the international watchdog organisation Transparency 
International, referred to effects of globalisation such as abusive market 
practices and cartelisation. I think such effects do impact and have impacted 
negatively on what are generally called developmental expenditures in 
developing situations. We have referred to GEAR elsewhere above. 
 
Budgets for basic services such as adult education, especially in developing 
countries, should fall under developmental expenditures. This is so because, in 
addition to what we think economic growth means, it means also increasing the 
productive base. Adult Education does definitely play a role in that or it must be 
made to. Perhaps it is good to share with the reader the conclusions of the 
Second Workshop on Problems of Budget Reclassification and Management in 
the Economic Commission for Asia and the Far East Region for 1957 which 
contains as good a discussion of the problems of developmental expenditures as 
one is likely to get. The workshop concluded that:412 
 

There are at least three major difficulties in the elusive problem of 
establishing some consistent principles of definition.  
First, it is difficult to be specific about the contents of economic 
expansion itself – to define in other words, those goods and 
services whose increase constitutes a process of growth.  
Secondly, even if such a definition were possible, it would be 
difficult to be precise about the impact of different kinds of 
activities and expenditures on economic growth.  
Thirdly, the significance to economic growth of different types of 
expenditures varies from country to country and between different 
periods in the same country. 

 
The import of this is that while it might be difficult to be precise about the 
impact of adult education on the economic growth of a country or a province, 
we have no reason to think it does not have an impact. In a developing situation 
of South Africa in general and the Limpopo Province in particular it would 
therefore make sense to regard expenditure on adult education as developmental 
expenditure. If we were to regard adult education as a development tool and the 
expenditure thereof as developmental we would look at adult education budgets 
differently. Not as a waste but as an investment for the future. From the 
interviews with the field it appeared as if most senior officials in the department, 
the regions and the districts regarded expenditure on adult education as a waste 
of valuable resources that could rather be directed elsewhere. This is probably as 

                                                 
412 According to Caiden, N. and Wildavsky, A. 1974. Planning and Budgeting in Poor 
Countries, London: John Wiley & Sons, p. 93. 
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a result of people not having achieved an understanding of the new concept of 
adult education as presented in Chapter 5. A better understanding should lead to 
adult education in the Province getting a bigger slice of the budget.  
 
As for the social factors the following can be said. Plan implementation depends 
on the implementing agency’s ability to ensure the public sector moves 
consistently toward objectives of the plan. This means that such an agency must 
make sure that government resources are directed toward that end, and not 
diverted away from what the plan purposes. A question to ask here is who 
ensures that? A number of answers are possible. This number reduces if 
effectiveness is introduced. One answer that will remain is the target group for 
which the plan is meant. But because in the Limpopo Province such a target 
group is illiterate, poor and dependent on government, it does not exert any 
pressure on government. This absence of pressure from communities allows 
government a degree of freedom, sometimes too much. The other point has to do 
with what needs to be done to evoke local action. It cannot be emphasised that 
local participation is one step towards effective implementation. Ways have to 
be found to ensure that locals participate in existing projects or they themselves 
initiate projects. 
 
Lack of social partners affects implementation in two ways. There is no 
watchdog over how funds are used and there are no demands on government 
from the side of communities. During the course of this research we have come 
across cases where funds were moved from adult education to other sections. 
Given the degree of illiteracy, poverty and the generally poor educational 
background of many people in the Province these tendencies will continue. 
Deliberate attempts have to be made to educate people about their rights. ‘Rights 
education’ suggests itself as part of the curriculum in the centres. 
 
Besides the curriculum, an ABET council where these communities are well 
represented should develop into such a social partner to keep authorities 
accountable. Again Turok, raised an important point by arguing that South 
Africa appeared to have forgotten that civil society remained an important 
component of a parliamentary democracy, and that the state alone could not 
deliver a people-driven development process. He added that the government was 
faced with capacity constraints. This meant that in addition to strengthening and 
professionalising the NGO sector so that it could participate in delivery, South 
Africa needed to nhance donor sensitivity to these issues, he thought. 
 
6.3.5 Dispositions of Implementors 
In our model the part on the dispositions of implementors comes closest to the 
performance area. This means while the resources and standards of policies are 
important, the dispositions of implementors to those resources and standards and 
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symbols that stand for them, e.g. officials, are equally, if not more, important for 
improved performance. Improved performance is a sign for successful 
implementation. While communication and enforcement are crucial in the whole 
adult education field, it is the ‘quality’ of both with regard to the implementors 
that will go some way in dealing with whatever negative dispositions. For 
instance if standards and resources of policies are communicated well over a 
period of time so that implementors understand them and appreciate what they 
stand for, military style enforcement of the Apartheid era will be replaced by a 
more ‘democratic’ enforcement of meetings, discussions and consultations. But 
as well you need an implementation agency that is steeped in a democratic 
culture to know that implementors’ dispositions have an impact on 
implementation. 
 
We now turn to the dispositions of implementors towards policies themselves or 
offices that are perceived to be representing those policies. Right at the outset it 
has to be mentioned that we never came across dissenting voices as far as 
policies are concerned. Maybe this had to do with a point made earlier that 
policy documents are not read by many people. Instead most people were 
negatively disposed towards symbols of those policies like the sub-directorate as 
they thought they were not cared for by head office.413  
 
6.3.5.1 Personalisation 
I raised earlier the point of personalisation of the sub-directorate borne out of the 
fact that only one person was appointed permanently while the other two were 
seconded staff, and therefore not permanent, who to many people interviewed 
were inconsequential - they were just there.414 We indicated the problems linked 
with this earlier in Chapter 4 - unfairness, bias, favouritism, manipulation, 
subjectivity and others. We said that these may be perceptions only, but for an 
implementation study they are serious ones. Official issues can easily be misread 
as personal issues as the ‘field said’ in some cases. For instance, on the question 
of bringing seconded staff into the sub-directorate and leaving out experienced 
ABET officials, many regions and districts felt that it was the manipulations of 
one person, while it could have been a departmental decision.  
 
6.3.5.2 Camps 
Perceptions like those above have divided the field into two ‘camps’: the 
experienced, permanent staff on the one hand and the new, inexperienced, 
seconded staff, mostly coming from the rationalised teacher colleges. Feelings 
are the latter group come to adult education while they are looking elsewhere for 
greener pastures and once they find those they disappear with the training they 
                                                 
413 President Mbeki’s comment  about uncaring public servants at the ANC’s 51st National 
Conference in December 2002 make sense here. 
414 After my interviews with them later I thought they were beginning to learn. 
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might have obtained in the meantime. A number of cases have been pointed at. 
The former group of permanent staff with enough experience in adult education 
feel sidelined and their experience under-utilised by the department. We have 
said that in this research we have found such a layer of experience and training 
in the regions and districts, especially at the district level. So you have here two 
problems: secondment that brings to adult education people without the 
necessary training and experience who need the training, get the training and 
then leave and officials with relevant experience who can be trained further, but 
who are under-utilised. Listen to this: 
 

We were even saying we older people in the field must  
come together … but people thought he would think we  
were subverting him. If we could organise a meeting with  
you … ourselves without the college staff … we are not  
happy he is afraid of us he does not want to be near us  
the old ones he wants to deal with the college staff … he  
wishes that the old staff could be removed and he remains  
with the new ones … because they know nothing and he  
can just manipulate them … make them do as he wants  
… it’s a pity … 

 
Or to this: 

 
I am telling you Mr Rampedi if we were to be at a  
meeting where we could all be there we are definitely  
going to voice some of these things out … because we  
who have been serving in the past have never been given  
a platform to share experiences … actually make use of  
experiences gathered … this experience has never been  
used.Look, I have shown you this document from the Free  
State …415 

 
The officials quoted here want to see the sub-directorate in their regions or 
districts, but that is not happening, they say. 
 

6.3.5.3 Participation and Consultation 
We have reported in Chapter 4, that in the course of this research a decision was 
taken to terminate the contracts of service of educators and the reduction of 
adult learning centres. The decision is historical for the heat it generated in the 
field. But its significance lies in exposing the level of participation and 
consultation in the Province. That point was on the lips of most regional and 

                                                 
415 The list is endless. 
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district co-ordinators who thought they needed to have been consulted and 
participated in the decision. As it were it came as a shock to them, and they just 
‘relayed’ the shock to the level below them by photocopying the circular and 
distributing it. It can only be said here that consultation is a way of 
communication while participation is a way of enforcement, or a way of paving 
for it. Where those two are scarce, you see a preponderance of circulars. At a 
time of fundamental changes you need more of those two than circulars. 
 
6.3.5.4 Security 
The adult education field is filled with seconded staff, unemployed but qualified 
teachers, regional and district co-ordinators who are not properly placed, acting 
in senior positions for which they are not paid, centre managers who are that by 
name only because they are not contracted to the department in whatever way. 
All these groups have indicated their feeling of insecurity in varying degrees. 
They all think that the provincial Department of Education and Training does 
not care about them even when they are sacrificing a lot for it. They are at work 
after hours (regional and district co-ordinators), they use their personal cars and 
cellular phones for official business, they come back home late and work over 
weekends even on Sundays to talk to community chiefs, they walk long 
distances between villages on foot and only to get delayed salaries for their 
troubles (centre managers and educators), they are called curriculum advisors or 
seconded college staff depending on what the department wants to do with them 
(re-deployed college staff) at a particular moment. These groups are sitting with 
mixed feelings about what they are doing, and if an inquiry about 
implementation seeks to determine whether an organisation can bring together 
men and women and materials in a cohesive organisational unit and motivate 
them in such a way as to carry out the stated objectives, then those feelings are 
important ones.416 You have to introduce a reward system as even is provided 
for in the policy documents. As of now all those sacrifices go unnoticed. 
  
6.3.6 The Implementing Agency 
From the preceding chapters, especially Chapters 4 and 5, we have learned what 
the ABET field is like and what it should be like from the policy documents. We 
have seen that to make it what it should be it will take a deep sense of 
commitment, maximum determination and willingness. Above all it will need a 
strong conviction that change in adult education is possible. This research has 
shown that very few people are convinced that the situation will ever change. In 
this chapter we have seen that implementation of policy plans cannot be 
accidental. It is deliberate and purposeful. We have seen that there is a need to 
communicate policy norms and standards; need to enforce those messages that 
are contained as objectives in those documents; that policy implementation takes 

                                                 
416 Refer to Chapter 2, Footnote  87. 
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place in a particular political milieu; and is informed by certain economic 
decisions and social settings. Further that there are people or officials who must 
play a role in the implementation process and that these officials are all over the 
field - in the sub-directorate, in the regional and district offices, and in the 
centres. We have hinted at the problems that these implementors have to endure 
almost on a daily basis. 
 
Except the above, we have seen the non-functionality of the ABET council, 
irregular ‘official’ meetings between the sub-directorate and district and regional 
co-ordinators, a monitoring and evaluation system that is rendered ineffective by 
unavailability of transport, no or very few site visits from the sub-directorate to 
the field, irregular site visits in the field itself, regular reporting from districts to 
regions and from there to the sub-directorate, and generally no reporting from 
centres to districts. We are not getting into these issues again. They are brought 
back here to highlight a very important point in implementation studies. The 
point of responsibility. Our model ‘talks’ of an implementing agency. In this 
chapter earlier on, we saw why the sub-directorates were established in the 
provinces. They were to develop operational goals for a fully functioning 
ABET system. And that would require careful coordination and an integrated 
approach towards the work of the different divisions and sections in the 
Department which are needed by the ABET system. 
 
Reading this carefully, it means the sub-directorate in the Limpopo Province417 
was to set operational goals (how they wanted to do things) and at the same time 
set up a fully functional ABET system. But they were going to require the 
assistance and support of the provincial Department of Education and Training 
whose responsibility was to identify those sections in the Department that the 
ABET system would need. That would mean that while the ABET sub-
directorate was going to be the key to the development of a fully functioning 
ABET system, certain specialised functions would be provided by other sections 
in the department. If the ABET sub-directorate was going to be the main player 
it did not mean they were going to be the lone player. They were going to be the 
nucleus of an adult basic education and training implementation agency. The 
import, therefore, of the bold sentences in italics above was that an 
implementation agency needed to be developed. At the centre it would be the 
sub-directorate. As it is now this has not happened or is not happening. It is 
therefore correct to conclude that at the provincial level there is no 
implementation agency for adult education. It is now easy to understand why the 
sub-directorate itself, and other officials at the regional and district levels think 
that adult education everywhere enjoys a ‘poor cousin’ status. This would not be 
the case if, for example, the sections of Psychological Services, Planning 

                                                 
417 In other provinces also. 
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Services, Procurement, etc., whose services ABET needs, were drawn into an 
adult education implementation agency.418 This way it was possible to see 
different sections coming together at different points in time to discuss, plan and 
execute activities for adult education. Presently the sub-directorate is just one 
monolithic structure lacking in diversity of functions, we have seen that.  
 
At the level of the sub-directorate itself we have seen a level of understaffing 
that under normal circumstances would not qualify that unit as a sub-directorate. 
I repeat: one permanent staff member assisted by two seconded non-permanent 
staff for a long time in a vast, rural province that the Limpopo is. That this 
structure is doing something in adult education borders on the miraculous. The 
provincial Department of Education and Training should accept responsibility 
for that level of understaffing that this research has found. But the sub-
directorate itself should take the blame for not using what they have maximally. 
First of all there are seven regions with regional co-ordinators who are very 
experienced in matters of adult education. The Report419 about the Provincial 
Structure is ‘innocent’ about this: 
 

In the Northern Province ABET programmes are co-ordinated  
by the CES, who is assisted by two DCESs. These DCESs are  
also responsible for regions. At the regional level there is  
another layer of DCESs responsible for ABET.420 

 
But fact is there are three staff members at head office as indicated above. The 
report fails to mention another level, that of districts where there are district co-
ordinators who are also permanent employees of the Department. As mentioned 
elsewhere earlier, some of the district co-ordinators are well qualified and very 
experienced. A research specifically into these issues can give a better picture. 
But that which can be suggested here is that the seven regional co-ordinators and 
some district co-ordinators can have their positions regularised,421 i.e. they 
become permanent in the positions they are acting in, and be allocated some 
head office responsiblities. This would mean all those that are given those duties 
will have to split their week in two. The one part for regional work and the other 
part for head office work. They would together come to head office for meetings 
to plan together. Surprising was the fact that during the period of the research 
there was the intention to do away with the regional structures. In a Province as 
vast as Limpopo this would not constitute an appreciation of that vastness and 
the big distances that have to be travelled between villages. Other people in the 

                                                 
418 There is no suggestion here that people be moved from those sections into adult education. 
419 Northern Province Report in “Building an ABET System: The First Five Years” p. 78. 
420 CES is a Chief Education Specialist; DCES is a Deputy Chief Education Specialist. 
421 It was found that most of the regional and district co-ordinators were just acting in those 
senior positions. See section 4.6. 
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districts can also have their positions regularised, and they are requested to 
perform both district and regional duties, almost the same as suggested above. 
The point I am making here is that with the present structure consisting of the 
sub-directorate, the regions and the districts there is potential for the 
development of a ‘well-oiled’ implementing machinery that would be able to 
perform the required functions. 
 
6.3.7 Resume 
To summarise the above sub-section (6.3) on the intervening area we need to 
point at a few salient features: 

• Communication and enforcement reinforce each other, e.g., site visits 
can play both roles 

• The functions of the ABET Council are sorely missed in the Province 
• Meetings between various levels are irregular and between centres 

unknown 
• Site visits (for monitoring and evaluation) are irregular given, amongst 

other things, problems of transport 
• Reporting, inspection and site visits in general are on the level of 

administrative feedback only and not on the substantive level (See 
Chapter 7) 

• Issues of positions, personalisation, camps in the field, lack of 
participation and insecurity lead to negative dispositions of 
implementors towards all symbols of policy like senior officials in the 
ABET sub-directorate and the department of education as a whole 

• The ABET sub-directorate with its levels of staffing and capacity 
could be a ‘bottle neck’ for implementation of policy objectives422 
 

6.4 Performance  
 
6.4.1 Introduction 
As pointed out in Chapter 3 (sub-section 3.2) this is an implementation study 
and by its very nature it seeks to evaluate programme performance. But unlike 
full-scale programme evaluation this is more what Patton423 prefers to call 
implementation evaluation. This variety seeks to find out how and the extent to 
which a programme (in our case the adult education programme) is actually 
being implemented. While Patton seems to suggest that implementation 
evaluation should precede programme evaluation, thereby suggesting that the 
former is the first step in the latter, it makes sense to regard implementation 

                                                 
422 Sometimes this ‘bottle neck’ where the Sub-directorate chooses what it wants to and can 
do parades as prioritisation. But of the degenerate type!  
423 See Chapter 3. 
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evaluation as independent and self-standing as this study has shown. Its purpose 
is to search for understanding in very complex relationships. 
Therefore the emphasis in this study is on implementation evaluation and not 
programme evaluation. It was never the intention to undertake any programme 
evaluation right from the start. But since our adopted model (Van Horn and Van 
Meter) has performance as the third area (see figure 1) it was decided to briefly 
look at programme performance to have a rounded picture of the study and to 
get and give a ‘bird’s eye-view’ of what is actually happening on the ground. 
 
In a survey report of 1999 on adult education in the Limpopo Province (then 
Northern Province) it is stated that “the situation on the ground is bleak, with a 
dearth of even the most basic equipment, outdated materials and poorly qualified 
teachers and no budget for upgrading of centres.”424 That was two years after the 
Policy Document on ABET (1997) was accepted as national policy and one year 
after the provincial (Limpopo) Multi-year Implementation Plan (1998) was 
developed. How has the system performed since then? 
 
We might want to answer this question by looking at all the principles and goals 
contained in the documents mentioned above and check to what extent they have 
been realised. Principles such as equity and redress; democracy; development 
and reconstruction; access; development and intergration.425 A second way 
would be to borrow the five evaluation criteria for policy outcomes from the 
Nakamura and Smallwood’s model of implementation studies (See Chapter 5). 
These are goal attainment; efficiency; constituency satisfaction; clientele 
responsiveness and system maintenance. It is my considered opinion that if we 
were to follow the first option then a conclusion would be that there was nothing 
happening in the Province. We therefore opt for the second scheme. 
 
6.4.2 Goal Attainment 
This is the most prevalent way to evaluate implementation efforts by looking at 
whether or not the tangible results of these efforts achieve the goals set forth in 
policies. This ussually takes the form of a quantitative approach to evaluation 
that attempts to measure specific outputs against policy goals. 
 
I propose to look at two goals: Learner enrolment and practitioner development. 
There are other goals like learner materials development, development of unit 
standards etc., but I thought during the research that in most of these areas the 
national department through the Directorate of Adult Education and Training 
was more involved. Otherwise learning materials were just purchased. 
  
                                                 
424 University of Natal Survey of Adult Basic Education  and Training: Northern Province, 
1999. 
425 See Chapter 5 (5.3.1.1) for the meaning of all these. 
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6.4.2.1. Learner Enrolment 
At a SANLI stakeholder meeting in Polokwane (Ranch Motel) on 31/07/2002 
the following enrolment figures were given by one official of the provincial 
ABET sub-directorate:  
 

1998 - 24 908 learners  
1999 – 32 304 learners  
2000 – 54 000 learners  
2001 – 19 315 learners  
2002 – 20 118 learners 

 
Learner enrolment showed a steady growth from 1998 to 2000. The field 
ascribes this to the recruitment drive of those years. The process was helped by 
the hiring of qualified but unemployed teachers from the teacher training 
colleges and universities. They were encouraged to first recruit a certain number 
of learners and then apply for permission to establish adult education centres. 
There was a drastic drop in numbers in 2001 because of the decision taken at the 
end of 2000 to terminate the services of educators and thereby reducing the 
number of educators and centres. The numbers are beginning to grow again but 
most people, educators and centre managers will not recruit with zeal anymore. 
 
6.4.2.2 Practitioner Development 
In 1998 a decision was taken by the provincial Department of Education and 
Training to replace all full-time teachers who were doubling up as adult 
educators with qualified but unemployed teachers. Though qualified for 
secondary education in the formal stream, they were not trained in adult 
education. That meant there were huge training needs since then, especially with 
the new concept of adult education. A Cascade model, discussed in Chapter 5, 
was adopted in the Province. Problems with the model at the regional, district 
and local levels were discussed there and in other sections of this dissertation. 
To be emphasised is the point that the training always takes the form of short 
(weekly) workshops on specific topics - OBE, CGB training, learning materials 
development etc. It might be argued that given the mammoth task of addressing 
the adult population’s educational needs in the Province this is the only way to 
go. But this could be self-defeating because in the end the intensity of training, 
the duration, the involvement of everybody, etc., is not enough. Somewhere 
along the line someone will have to do it again. So issues of costs cannot be 
arguments in favour of cascading.  
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As far as the number of adult educators is concerned, the years from 1997 to 
2000 show an increase: 

1997 – 659 educators 
1998 – 844 educators 
1999 – 1 922 educators 
2000 – 3 433 educators 

 
But at the end of 2000 there was that decision to terminate the services of 
educators. Whatever the reason, it meant a drastic reduction of educators and 
centres. At the SANLI stakeholder meeting referred to earlier on, the same 
official from the sub-directorate mentioned that 708 educators were employed in 
2001. Looking at the number of educators for 2000 above, this gives you an 
80% reduction. The total number of centres for the same year was 78. The 
following table shows the breakdown:426  
 
 

Table 6: Number of Centres and Educators per Region (2001) 
 

Region Number of Centres Number of Educators 
Region 1 7 63 
Region 2 8 71 
Region 3 29 265 
Region 4 6 51 
Region 5 7 66 
Region 7 14 126 
Region 8 7 66 
TOTAL 78 708 

 
 
Like in the case of learners, educator numbers began to grow in 2002. The 
number for that year was 1 219 according to the official.  
 
6.4.3 Efficiency 
While goal attainment places heavy emphasis on results and outputs, efficiency 
criteria attempt to evaluate quality of performance. It is sometimes referred to as 
effort evaluation. It uses much of the same methodology as goal attainment in an 
attempt to measure efficiency indicators. 
 
Efficiency has to do with the smooth running of a system. This means good 
communication, regular meetings, regular site visits, participation and 
consultation. In Chapter 4 we have seen the views of the field on these points. 

                                                 
426 According to a circular from the Department dated 24 April 2001 
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Without repeating all those views it suffices to say there is need for 
improvement in those areas. But we can comment on two issues: Governance 
and Registration. 
 
6.4.3.1 Governance 
One of the departures from the old practices in adult education was the 
establishment of new democratic governance structures in public and private 
adult learning centres consisting of different role players that include learners.427 
This was done with the aim of increasing the efficiency of the centres and of the 
system in general given the broad function categories of co-ordination, policy 
making, working with the public adult learning centre and its community and 
managing the financial affairs of the centre. Noble intentions indeed, but for the 
Limpopo Province this is a huge challenge. The training needs of prospective 
and present members I have so far spoken to are big. The one good point in this 
area is the fact that most centres I have visited now have a Centre Governing 
Body (CGB). At the national level there is now a manual to assist CGB’s in their 
functions; what is called Centre Governance Starter Pack. This will help to some 
extent but for this Province there exists a need for the decoding of both this 
Starter Pack and the ABET Act demanded by the educational backgrounds of 
many members. 
 
6.4.3.2 Registration 
The difficulty I encountered during this research to get statistics led to a 
realistion that there is a lack of registration tools or, if they are there, they are 
ineffective. Even when there is a new Educational Management Information 
Systems unit in the department to develop a data bank it is still difficult to get 
correct information from the lower levels. Lack of correct information 
sometimes leads to over-counting when at other times it leads to under-
counting.428 Efficiency of strategic planning depends on correct information. In 
adult education there is still a big problem with regard to information base. 
 
In the Sixth Report to the President referred to earlier there are three tables that 
indicate the number of ABET learners for 1999, 2000 and 2001 for the whole 
country. The total figure for the Limpopo Province for 1999 was 25 218. For 

                                                 
427 Section 8 (p. 7) of the ABET Act (2000) gives guidance on the composition of the 
govrning body of a Public Adult Learning Centre. 
428 This point was raised by the head of the Educational Management Information Systems 
unit in the provincial Department of Education and Training. The Director of the national 
Directorate of Adult Education and Training thought this could be the case even nationally 
when he compared numbers of adult learners in the North West Province and in the country as 
a whole. He had a feeling the recorded number of learners in that Province was already higher 
than the national total. 
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2000 and 2001 no figure is given for the Limpopo Province. For 2001 the 
Province is joined by Gauteng and Mpumalanga.429 
 
Two things can be said about this. Either there was a delay somewhere and the 
statistics were not ready or there were no reliable figures. Neither constitute a 
sign of efficiency. But what about the figure of 32 304 learners given at the 
SANLI stakeholder meeting and this one sent (25 218) to the Minister and then 
to the President? 
 
6.4.3.3  Input Retention 
In the process of developing a system, which is the case at the present moment 
with adult education, care needs to be taken that it retains whatever is put in. We 
can look at three areas: learner retention, educator retention (including the 
officials in the regions and districts) and what we could call training retention. 
 
As far as learner retention is concerned it is difficult to determine how many 
learners would have been retained in the system had it not been for the 
termination of 2000. Many people interviewed felt that the system would have 
easily retained them. There is no instrument to judge. But for that termination 
the system failed to retain them.  
 
Following the over-production of secondary schools teachers by the teacher 
training colleges and the subsequent rationalisation of those colleges many of 
the unemployed but qualified teachers and the college staff themselves were 
redeployed to adult education. They were just seconded to adult education 
without permanent positions. As a result they had one eye in adult education and 
the other eye on the lookout for greener pastures. When greener pastures 
presented themselves they left adult education. As I am writing now (January 
2003) Region 6 has lost most of their district co-ordinators to greener pastures. 
In Region 2, Mogodumo district has lost its district coordinator to formal 
schooling; Mankweng and Konekwena districts have lost theirs through 
retirement. In this way experience and training is lost. Seconded staff come to 
adult education without any training but when they leave they do so with all the 
training. The system therefore fails to retain the training. The total sum of all 
these is failure of input retention by the system. 
 
6.4.4 Constituency Satisfaction 
Instead of using quantitative approaches to measure specific outputs or to 
appraise efficient performance, here efectiveness is evaluated in terms of the 
satisfaction levels of different external groups. At this point in time, at least in 
the Limpopo Province, we cannot claim that there are external consumers of the 

                                                 
429 See the Report’ pp. 33 – 34. 
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products of adult basic education in terms of employment and other things. I use 
internal groups to give this section some measure of completeness. In this 
criterion the measure of policy effectiveness is delegated to a relevant 
population. 
 
Constituent groups in adult education include the ABET sub-directorate, the 
regional and district offices, centre managers, adult educators in general and, 
significantly, the learners themselves. We have seen in Chapters 4 and 6 the 
concerns of the sub-directorate, the regional and district co-ordinators and centre 
managers. We do not have to repeat those here except to point out the insecurity 
that all of them always referred to. In the sub-directorate two staff members 
were seconded college lecturers working as non-permanent staff. Of the regional 
co-ordinators all except one were acting in their positions. The same was the 
case with district co-ordinators with only one being properly placed. Acting in 
higher positions did not mean higher salaries. As for centre managers they were 
qualified but unemployed teachers. They did not have any contracts and 
conditions of service. Especially after the termination of educators’ services at 
the end of 2000, their insecurity increased. 
 
Delay in payment or non-payment of salaries constituted another area of 
dissatisfaction. There were cases of officials who went for more than three 
months without any salary. At the beginning of the research this looked 
surprising. But not towards the end as more and more cases were discovered. 
Some went for six months without any salary. In Region 5 in the Bolobedu 
district we found that in 2001 there were still people who were owed salaries of 
the previous year (2000). Amazing still was to find some of these officials 
continuing with their duties with hope even when they felt that they were not 
being cared for. President Mbeki’s reference to uncaring public servants in his 
speech at the ANC’s 51st National Conference in December 2002 reminded me 
of what I saw and was told about the care, or lack of it, that people in adult 
education were getting from their seniors. That about the salaried people! But 
what about the most important constituency, the learners themselves?430 Perhaps 
this can be better dealt with under the next criterion, but my feeling is that in as 
much as learners are clients, they also are a constituency. 
 
For the learners first of all, the period of teaching and learning in the year has 
always been short. A number of reasons were advanced - availability of 
resources, matric examinations in formal education at the end of every year 

                                                 
430 Though I interviewd a few learners, I had a feeling that their background made them 
voiceless. Most of the points raised now are based on a group interview I had with adult 
educators from the Polokwane district of Region 2 on 23/01/2003  who were gathered at 
Phishego Lower Primary School for a two-week training course organised by Mr Mojalefa, 
the district co-ordinator. Seventeen centres were represented. 
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where all the energies of the department are channelled in that direction, and 
lack of planning. Secondly, the programmes offered did not seem to meet the 
needs and expectations of learners. In the group interview I have referred to 
above a case was mentioned of a learner who did well in Level 4 examinations 
but who had to repeat the level because of the grouping of learning areas that 
would otherwise allow her to follow a particular pathway in the FET band. 
Generally speaking it came out of this interview that there is still a lot of 
realignment that needs to be done to open a path for most learners who have 
passed Level 4. This point also came out in my interview with an official in the 
ABET sub-directorate on 20/01/2003. Thirdly, even if attempts are made to 
supply centres with learning materials, the educators felt that the materials were 
still not enough. However the idea of learning areas holds lots of promise for the 
field if the point of staffing is attended to. These points about learners have to do 
also with the next point of responsiveness. 
 
But maybe before that reference needs to be made to Mathe’s article “Is 
anybody out there listening to the learners” where he poses the question Who 
sets the agenda for Adult Education and Training (Abet) in South Africa? After 
a series of moves he concludes: 
 

In the name of consultation, educators from different ideological 
backgrounds, sectors and disciplines are flown to Pretoria … to 
create a system of education including ABET. Only excluded are 
the learners because their inclusion would mean engaging in a 
bottom-up process of policy development that would obviously be 
“inappropriate.”431 

 
From that point onwards Mathe makes more other statements, but for our 
purposes the issue of learner voice is an important one. Especially considering 
the kind of learner we are concerned with - the adult learner.  
  
6.4.5 Clientele Responsiveness 
This is oriented toward consumer and clientele satisfaction. Its basic focus is on 
those specific groups who are being serviced by policies and how responsive 
these policies (and those responsible for implementing them) are to clients’ 
perceived needs. 
 
One of the major drives that took place after the development of both the 
national and provincial multi-year plans of 1997 and 1998 respectively was 
learner recruitment. We have seen elsewhere above that the number of learners 
was growing between the years 1998 and 2000. But an important force in the 

                                                 
431 In the Mail and Guardian (October 5 to 11, 2001) Vol 17, No. 40. 
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Province in this drive was the qualified but unemployed teachers who joined 
ABET in 1998 to replace full-time teachers. They had to recruit a certain 
number of learners to be able to establish and register a centre with the 
department. The numbers grew as a result but in the view of some respondents 
not for the right reasons. They argued that the numbers grew for the wrong 
reasons - the unemployed teachers needed employment and they could pull 
whatever trick to get the numbers required. The important question was whether 
these strategies were responding to the needs of those recruited or those 
recruiting. This must not, however, detract from the fact that numbers grew. 
 
The termination of services of educators and the closure of many centres at the 
end of 2000 meant a drastic reduction of the whole ABET infrastructure. In 
some areas and villages all the centres were closed. Learner numbers were 
reduced. The challenge now facing the field is how to bring the learners, 
especially the most socially excluded ones, back to the centres. As of now it 
seems most learners in the centres are those who could not make it in formal 
schooling, in particular those who failed matric. Silently adult education is 
sliding back to a second chance endeavour where most of the target groups 
identified in the policy documents are not reached - disadvantaged women; 
women with special needs; disadvantaged youth; youth with special needs; and 
persons with disabilities capable of independent learning. This brings back the 
question of whether the policies or those responsible for their implementation 
are still responsive to the needs of identified groups. 
 
6.4.6 System Maintenance 
The key standard of measurement is a policy’s effectiveness (or the 
effectiveness of those responsible for its implementation) in holding together 
institutions so that the system can continue to exist as a viable entity. Questions 
here have to do with what the provincial Department of Education and Training 
is doing to support and nurture a developing adult basic education system. What 
are the roles of both the administrative and political heads of the department? 
 
We have seen in this chapter how the ABET sub-directorate is a lone player in 
the Department of Education and Training. The sub-directorate is not getting the 
needed support from the seniors in the department. Not only at departmental 
level is support minimal but also at the regional and the district level. At all 
these levels adult education enjoys a very low status. This could be because of 
the low status of its clientele.  
 
The sub-directorate itself, though willing, was unable to give the much needed 
support to the regions and districts. The points of understaffing and funding 
could play a role. But for me as the researcher I found that lack of vision for 
adult education and importantly, lack of conviction, in the Province were ‘twins’ 
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in the inability of the system to develop let alone maintain itself. If there was a 
level you could feel that policy documents were read was at the level of the sub-
directorate where questions on vision and the future of adult education in the 
Province were met with recitals from policy documents and supporting 
documents. Getting the same recitals now and again and matching that with 
responses from the field one quickly realised that senior officials were not 
convinced the situation would ever change for adult education. People were just 
going through the motions. 
 
At regional and district level, some regional directors and district managers 
appear to see no value in adult education. For those who do they don’t see what 
their role is in adult education. 
 
6.4.7 Resume 
To conclude this section I propose to use the four organisational categories on 
systems capacity and performance used by a research task team that did a survey 
of ABET delivery in the North West Province. They based their study on the 
Policy Research Report of 2000 conducted in Northern Cape/Free State 
Provinces for National Department of Education, USAID and ABT 
Associates.432 These categories were used to ascertain broadly where the 
existing ABET service delivery capacity could be located from an organisational 
and systems level. The categories are: 

 
 Nascent system: 
 

• System performs poorly 
• Has very limited capacity to perform with respect to recognised 

National and Provincial policy imperativesprescribed. 
 

 Emerging system: 
 

• Performs unsatisfactorily 
• Has limited capacity to perform within the policy imperatives 

prescribed 
• Performance does not yet meet minimum requirements as per 

National and Provincial Policy Frameworks and Principles. 
 
 Expanding system: 
 

• Performs fairly well 
• Has good capacity to perform within the policy imperatives 

                                                 
432 See North West Reseach Report and Working Document, op cit., pp. 54 - 56. 
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• Performance meets minimum requirements as per National and 
Provincial Policy Frameworks and Principles. 

 
 Mature system: 
 

• Performs excellently 
• Has capacity to perform excellently within the policy imperatives 

prescribed 
• Performance exceeeds minimum requirements. 

 
Given the picture of how the ABET system of the Limpopo Province performs 
at the present moment as the researcher I would not be too far from being 
correct to say the system is emerging though in some areas it is simply 
nascent.433 
 
For this research (and maybe the Province also) the important point and question 
is “What will it take for the system to move from where it is to the next category 
and the next?” 
 

                                                 
433 I wish I could leave this to the reader. 






